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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
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this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. I've taken it to two dealers, and they have not been able to
identify the problem. Now the car is out of warranty and I will have to pay for something that
occurred while under warranty". I still don't know what the lines mean. When I back out of my
garage, the car parked across the street - not a wide street at all-,. The service department at the
Toyota dealer claimed that the CDs were bad, but they played without a problem with a different
CD player". It was replaced under warranty". It took four visits to the shop to resolve it". Lower
left quadrant. Because of this, could not link to any new devices as that part of the screen
controlled new device linking. Only solution from Toyota was to replace the unit, which I have
since done with a non-Toyota brand system. Did not like Toyota's 'ownership' of what appears
to be a fairly common issue with their radios. Factory defect that is only covered under the 3
year 36k mile warranty. Dealers will not do anything after the warranty expires. Had to replace
the touch screen. A lot of work". If the vehicle is restarted, it typically corrects the issue. It is
pathetic. Very small and doesn't track my location well". I tried four different drives, with the
same or different music. Nothing was successful". One time I was stuck in mute and could not
find out how to unmute". It was telling me to take every exit I came to on major highways. I went
to three Toyota dealerships with this problem, and only my own dealership ,A-1 Toyota was able
to correct the problem, and they did it at No charge. I had an extended warranty plan. The next I
would go to look for them they were gone. This a lot of money for a system that is broke".
Trouble conveying my voice request to navigation system. Purchased and substituted an
on-dash Garmin GPS in place of built in navigation system". Doesn't take into consideration
time and distance relationship". I use the Garmin rather than the one built in my Camry". Dealer
refused to repair". Toyota Field Agent was unhelpful! It will then return for a while and then go
thru the same process again,". I thought it might be user error But my tech savy son could not
get it to pair either. Will pair with my Motorola but not Samsung". I didn't need the phone paired
as just wouldn't use while driving or would pull over if necessary. As a result, not able to link
new phone to system. From online forums, appears to be a common problem with stock Toyota
radios in Camry. Replaced it myself with new radio. Problem solved by reinstalling phone". As a
result, voice command does not recognize the people I'm trying to call". Neither is a smart
phone. My work phone, is a casio razor and my personal phone is an LG, both using verizon.

Bluetooth can't use my personal phone and turns if off". I was extremely unhappy with how I
was dealt with during this process but didn't get any satisfaction until my employer purchased
an i". My phone will turn the car's Bluetooth off. No software update from Toyota". Then
stopped recognizing my phone. It was the same phone". It would say that HD signal was not
available". Dealer replaced radio under warranty. Calibration is not available through the user
interface. The problem prevents me from adding a new Bluetooth device to the radio. Can't
adjust bass, fade, speaker choice, etc. Toyota would not replace unit. The dealership had to
update the software to repair it". After a few months of this happening occasionally, I took it in
and the dealership replaced it. The radio had to be ordered s". The dealer does not recognize
the in dash "radio" number. The speakers also occasionally emit a loud piercing noise. Again,
the dealer was unable to identify the source of the problem. I had to replace all of the speakers
with a non-Toyota brand to get half way decent sound, but still poor quality system due to the
electronics o". Problem was intermitant. Problem was repaired through a software update". Had
to be reinitialized and then provided with a software update, per the Toyota dealer". In short, the
GPS is just about worthless". It also impacts the navigation system, as there is no way to enter
a destination address. It is a horrible design". Although it improved, it is still almost useless. It
offers responses that have NO relationship to what has been spoken". I would activate it, and it
would reply "what would you like to do", and then turn off". Usually it would say messaging or
voice command was not available. Occasionally the phone wouldn't even pair. The entire
console later began flashing erratically at tim". It was replace under warranty. The mildew and
mold required the removal of the front seats and carpet to enable complete air drying. Nothing
was actually replaced, though. The car was in the shop for about a week. An internet search
revealed that this was a fairly common problem". Noticed radiator fluid on the garage floor.
Took to repair shop and had new water pump installed. Dealer replaced the plastic valve that
controls the washer fluid. It still leaks. After rain and all is dry, lowering windows then raising
them shows water on window exterior. Mold smell from doors is obvious". It was remedied by
the dealership under the warranty. There is still slight rattling in the side plastic components
near the srs airbag and the door panel". There is an squeaking sound when I drive over small
bumps from the right side of my car". Cushions on front driver seat were replaced due to a
defect. Thousand dollar repair not covered by extended warranty since this is not a safety issue,
according to local dealer and Toyota headquarters in California. It almost feels as though we
have a cheap Walmart version of a vehicle - low-quality components and a low-quality end
product. Love the fuel efficiency of the vehicle, but lack of noise control is probably the main
reason we would not purchase another Camry model. Dealer replaced steering column after 4
attempts to fix rattle. Rattle gone but came back after one year. Asked another dealer who told
me to take it back to original dealer who is familiar with rattle. Why would I go back to dealer
who couldn't fix it. Still have rattle. Clears up when it gets warm. The dealer replaced the seat
but did resolve the rattle. Annoying but does not affect functionality". One was able to be fixed
by the dealer, but the other intermittent rattle is still causing me problems, even after 9 visits to
the dealer. Have decided to file Vehicle Defect Notification form with Toyota". They fixed it. Now
the driver door has the identical problem". Very annoying". Air leaks and noise when windy.
Heavier winds blow the car around. Being stopped in a turn lane while traffic is moving causes
slight rocking of car". Been told it needs different rubber strips put at the bottom have of doors.
Since I don't drive the car that much, I'll fix it I do drive it. This is noisier than my diesel truck".
Turning up the radio will block wind noise when windows are closed while driving on the
highway. Standing still in a turn lane the car shakes and makes noise when other cars pass. The
larger the vehicle the more noise and shaking. We bought this after having a Buick Park Avenue
Ultra. The Camry was bought due to fuel efficiency and reasonable cost. The noise in the Camry
is loud enough to interfere with normal conversation and we resort to raised voices or virtually
screaming when talking with other riders. The Buick was so comfortable and quiet that it
spoiled us. This Camry definitely took us backwards in cars and options. I believe it is inherent
in the design. Don't know if I damaged something that loosen the wheel cover, but a mechanic
has not told me this and I think they would. I wish the vehicle was more quiet". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Poor design. It
was easily glued back in place with adhesive purchased at a parts store. Splash guards loosen
and ripped off while on the highway after repairs by Toyota dealership service department. I've
noticed this in several Camry's". These were unnoticed at the time of purchase". The front".
Caused side Fender moulding to come loose". Had to replace". Very soft paint. Now peeling is
more extensive there and is also on both sides of the car next to the hood opening in the front
of the car. He said other Camrys have had the same problem. He wouldn't even touch it up
because he said the process would lift up the paint near the touch up. Eventually the entire car
is going to peel. Prior to going to the independent body shop, on that same day I took the car to

the Toyota dealership and they said nothing about delamination. They gave me a number to call
Toyota which I haven't done yet. I went on-line Consumer Reports and car complaints. My car is
a I had planned to keep this car for several more years. I'm very disappointed and shocked that
this happened to a Toyota!!! This is my third car since -- all Camrys. If you respond to these
surveys, I'd appreciate any information you can give me -- especially how Toyota is handling
this. I'm a long-time subscriber to Consumer Reports and always check your ratings before
purchasing anything especially cars. Thank you. Elaine C. Sozzi or ecsozzi gmail. My vehicle is
blue which is a discontinued color for ". Partially my fault for not inspecting thoroughly prior to
purchase. Started about a year or two ago, at least when I noticed them. Not severe. Some due
to the normal wear and tear a stone, bird dropping, etc ". It was a small 4" crack that appeared
18 months ago and is part of a reall. Caused two dents. You don't see it unless you look for it,
but it's an obvious defect. After 3 years Toyota sent a letter advising a problem with the paint
adherence of "super white" color; they were seeking a solution and would advise when a
solution was available. Apparently it's not available after 6 years of life. I would not buy this car
again I would go back to Hondas". It was caused by acid rain per the dealer. The dealer paid to
paint the car". I know that is not how they are cause, first because I". They said it was caused by
bird droppings". Over and over. I had a camry bought new prior to that a 99 never a rust
problem. And the car is stored in a heated garage!!! Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Would
have to pull off road, shut off engine and restart for accelerating to function properly. Required
installing a new brake switch. Not covered by warranty. The only symptom is that the ABS
seems to be activating at inappropriate times. So far, Toyota dealership has been unable to
diagnose the cause of the problem. First time I had to 'emergency' brake, one wheel completely
locked up smoke cloud and other wheels limited braking steered to shoulder. Dealer found
nothing. ABS better on 05 camry. Can not trust ABS". It was fixed after I had to install new brake
pads". Not uncommon according to the mechanic. Mechanic suggested I replace all four disks
and calipers". Caliper suddenly went out of alignment, ruined rotor". I have owned the car 1
year. As far as I know, this was the first time the car required this work. I consider maintenance
of brakes to be a serious matter. Also purchased 4 Michelin snow tires and 4 Michelin all season
tires, which accounts for maintenance costs reported next in this questionnaire. It is reliable as
were the previous ones. Although not fun to drive it is a comfortable car that my wife likes. Both
lasted in excess of miles". Replaced pads and rotors". The service brakes felt nl, car was towed
to dealer. Problem resolved spont Dealer found nothing wrong. Problem reoccurred and I
determined that the prk brk switch was defective. It was replaced ok now". October heard
squeal so went to dealer and pads were worn out 2mm with almost no warning. I am not a heavy
break user- highway driving and the last car I replaced breaks in was 4 or 5 years old- not 2
years old". Plus clean and service rear brake calipers slides and bushings, clean and service
rear brake pads and springs and pad holders. Brakes are weak point on Camrys. The spongy
brakes should be recalled and I'm surprised that Toyota has been allowed to keep these cars on
the road without recalls. Pathetic brakes!!!!! Accident waiting". Have to push down very hard to
get the car stop. It appears to be an adjustment issue". Toyota checked and found nothing.
Then told rotors were warped. You can accidentally hit both. How about the transmission!!
When I finally insisted it be fixed at miles, it was warped rotors. I slammed the brakes and turn
right. My car litterly bounced along but stopped and avoided accident. I even commented to
passanger, what damange did I do to front end? Front brakes started vibration almost immed
after this incident. Took in, rotors needed resufacing. Due to proximity of vibration to incident, I
am confident this caused the problem. Caliper, rotors and brake pads replaced". I haven't gone
in yet to see if this is anything major". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Many times the audible alarm warning
does not work or shuts off after only two or three beeps even before I can begin closing the
drivers door. I've decided to keep a written log of". Headlights are okay when this happens".
Lights don't want to work if it's humid outside, too cold, or during season changes. Toyota
denies it happens". I would expect them to last for many years". Programming issues on most
items". The headlight assembly was melted by the hot bulb, requiring replacement of the
headlight assembly". When headlights turned on, the clear lens looks like fogged out from
inside. This adversely affects the light output. It may get worse over the time. The dealer refused
to fix the problem. I turned lights off at night by using turn signal". It's like sitting on a 1x6
boards edge. Within 15 minutes after sitting down, the review mirror must be angled down to
see out the back window again. By the next m". Never had that happen with Toyota! The
mechanism had to be replaced. I have a service warranty so it it did not cost that much to
replace it. Both back door actuators have been replaced once". I live in a hot climate which

makes this an issue year round". Dealer replaced compressor after trying software fix. The
blower motor was damaged by mice building a nest by air cabin filter". I took it to the dealer and
they replaced the wrong part. I had to bring it back again and then they replaced the
compressor. It has now worked fine for a year. Not covered by warranty". Increases with fan
speed". The backseat. Never cools down". Toyota dealer replaced leaking evaporator under
warranty". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. This is causing unnecessary trips to the
repairs shop and costs. I am not actually sure it was a ball joint. It took more than half a day to
be repaired". The strut mount had to be replaced. RHS strut is bad, dealer replacing one under
extended warranty, we are paying out-of-pocket for the RHS strut so they're both repalced at the
same time. It seems unreasonable for a strut to fail at 50K miles. Dealer has seen vehicle 3 times
with no resolution". Toyota service write up technician said some Camry's have this problem
and some don't. Dealer serviced all but one time and they check front end alignment each visit".
Toyota says its is a problem with the tires and won't replace them". The shop had my car for 5
days These bearings caused my tires to wear out at approximately miles". Transmission rebuild
or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. The torque converter was replaced
without success resulting in a transmission replacement". Trans was replaced in one day". This
was covered under a Toyota bulletin and replaced. I was pleased with the end result and am
having no problems since". After they fixed mine problem i haven't had any issues ever. In
general i am really happy with my car". Surprisingly bad for a supposedly reliable Toyota.
Dealer covered under warranty and replaced the torque converter. It was recalled several years
ago and had new firmware installed. That helped for a while, then the shudder became worse
and more frequent. The dealer did a second supposedly different software update. This didn't
help at all. The dealer claims they can't replicate the shudder, although I experience it every
time I drive. There are many reports of this Camry torque converter problem on auto forums.
Toyota is well aware of the poorly engineered torque converter used in the to Camry's and
replaced it in their models. Meanwhile I'm stuck with a car that is unpleasant to drive. Dealer
installed new software for torque converter. Did not help. Dealer replaced torque converter.
Dealer then claimed this condition was normal". The Toyota dealership diagnosed a bad
solenoid. Since they do not rebuild transmissions, their fix was to replace the entire
transmission with a Toyota rebuilt transmission which took a day and a half. The dealership
service associate John Cooper of Cobb County Toyota handled the claim and repair seamlessly.
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The dealer has to order a new one
to replace the original door panel". Could not lock or unlock back doors". I brought to the dealer
for repair. The repair lasted about 2 weeks and reoccurred". Toyota states that it is a defect, but
will not correct it. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor
or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Toyota says not a
problem. It does it daily??? Could be torque converter which has an extended warranty because
of issues with it". When you need quick acceleration, it tanks and the tachometer redlines". Still
not smooth". But after the replacement the computer continued to report the same fault. After
replacement the same DTC codes were displayed. So I'm assuming there was a problem with
the cars computer. So actual operational problems. Then the check engine light came on. I was
told my gas cap wasn't on right. Three miles later when the lights returned they kept the car 5
days and replaced major components to the emission". Dealer replaced fuel cap under
warranty. Dealer stated if it happened again they would replace filler neck. Check engine light
came on one more time. Dealer found cap loose. The Camry is more sensitive to properly
closing fuel cap than any other car I have owned. The last time it was not under warranty, but
after investigation they found it was a problem that needed to be fixed. The dealer says it must
become more apparent before any work can be done. It feels NOT safe to drive at any speed. Ive
driven others they all have similar problems". Toyota retuned computer". This was handled
under warranty". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. It started at 55k
miles. I checked the internet for this problem, and was able to fix it myself. Heat shield is held
on by 1 bolt in front, and 2 in teh back. Heat shield came loose from the front bolt. Removed
bolt, and inserted a large stainless steel fender washeron each side of the heat shield, replaced
bolt. No further noise. Now, it doesn't work more often than it works. I used to go out on really
cold or rainy weather. Now it doesn't matter. Don't try to turn my car into a smart phone, I
already have one". We got no training on how to set up and work the system". Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Toyota customer
service was terrible, and even though the vehicle clearly recorded the incident and a code they
were unable to establish why the failure happened". There was nowhere to "choose" this

problem, but I would call it major". Very satisfied with my vehicle - that is why I purchased a
Toyota. But I have had 3 over the past 20 years and have kept my vehicles from anywhere from
4 years to 10 years and now this one is going on 6 years. The only reason I would not purchase
another Toyota is because I just want a different car, look, feel. I need a car with dependability,
reliability, NOT happy with gas mileaase - last car got 34 mph sometimes I got 40 on the road Here is one you should check out - Toyota dealer said it was the Govt identification on the
average MPH in gas - it was false info on the car sticker that said I should get 34 mph and in
reality constantly got One of the reason I purchased the Toyota was for the 34 mph - I do a lot
on the road traveling. Very disappointed. Should provide areas in your survey to provide
comments. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. I think the battery lasted long enough and the
windshield wipers were a vast improvement over the original ones. When it died a second time I
took it in to have the battery replaced. Toyota kept the car for a week until they could replicate
the problem. Eventually put a new battery in". Dealership could not find a problem. The problem
has not reoccurred but is not resolved". We never knew when it would start and when it
wouldn't. The dealer ordered a part for the computer and we have not had further problems".
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. First the dealer said it was a minor issue but later after starting the repair they
said the problem was the failure of a major component that would require two or three days to
repair. I was give". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
The cylinder head was replaced under warranty". Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New
Used Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. Known for its compliant ride, quiet cabin, and coddling
passenger accommodations, the Camry offers smooth, dependable transportation skewed
toward comfort and convenience. All powertrains -- the 2. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Now
the car is out of warranty and I will have to pay for something that occurred while under
warranty" Neal H. It was replaced under warranty" David G. It took four visits to the shop to
resolve it" David G. Nothing was successful" Eric S. This a lot of money for a system that is
broke" Tim H. Dealer refused to repair" David B. Will pair with my Motorola but not Samsung"
John H. I was extremely unhappy with how I was dealt with during this process but didn't get
any satisfaction until my employer purchased an i" Kim G. It would say that HD signal was not
available" Cheri D. I had to replace all of the speakers with a non-Toyota brand to get half way
decent sound, but still poor quality system due to the electronics o" Anonymous, TN Toyota
Camry XLE 3. Problem was repaired through a software update" John W. Had to be reinitialized
and then provided with a software update, per the Toyota dealer" Ronald J. It is a horrible
design" Priscilla W. Air or water leaks "Water pump leaked. Mold smell from doors is obvious"
James S. There is still slight rattling in the side plastic components near the srs airbag and the
door panel" Anonymous, UT Toyota Camry SE 2. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Front fender
detaches from car body" Abraham L. These were unnoticed at the time of purchase" Charles N.
The front" H M. Caused side Fender moulding to come loose" W L. Had to replace" Bertram D. I
know that is not how they are cause, first because I" H M. They said it was caused by bird
droppings" Lester T. Antilock system ABS "When applying brakes in sudden braking freeway
lane stops suddenly , vehicle would not accelerate after. Mechanic suggested I replace all four
disks and calipers" Jeff S. It was replaced ok now" Neil S. I am not a heavy break user- highway
driving and the last car I replaced breaks in was 4 or 5 years old- not 2 years old" Belinda W.
Accident waiting" Lane J. Caliper, rotors and brake pads replaced" Daniel M. Alarm or security
system excluding aftermarket systems "The alarm system works strangely during and after a
rain down pour. I would expect them to last for many years" Greg B. The headlight assembly
was melted by the hot bulb, requiring replacement of the headlight assembly" Anonymous, TN
Toyota Camry LE 2. Increases with fan speed" B T. Toyota dealer replaced leaking evaporator
under warranty" James S. Alignment "The tire alignment keeps coming out of alignment. The

shop had my car for 5 days These bearings caused my tires to wear out at approximately miles"
Greg B. Torque converter "vibration on acceleration covered by a warranty bulletin" David M.
The torque converter was replaced without success resulting in a transmission replacement"
Ellis H. I was pleased with the end result and am having no problems since" David W. In general
i am really happy with my car" Mihail G. Clutch adjustment "Car hesitates when slowing and
accelerating and rounding corners. Could be torque converter which has an extended warranty
because of issues with it" Daniel M. Three miles later when the lights returned they kept the car
5 days and replaced major components to the emission" Steven B. Driveline vibration "Toyota
has a transmission shudder between 25 and 50 mph while gaining speed in some camrys. Ive
driven others they all have similar problems" Lane J. Toyota retuned computer" Robert L. Don't
try to turn my car into a smart phone, I already have one" Priscilla W. We got no training on how
to set up and work the system" James M. Engine computer "Engine stalled at 2, miles causing a
minor accident. Toyota customer service was terrible, and even though the vehicle clearly
recorded the incident and a code they were unable to establish why the failure happened"
Thomas Y. There was nowhere to "choose" this problem, but I would call it major" Michael P.
Battery not hybrid or electric "I had to replace the original battery and also the windshield
wipers. Eventually put a new battery in" John H. The problem has not reoccurred but is not
resolved" James M. The dealer ordered a part for the computer and we have not had further
problems" Rudy A. Cylinder head "I have owned several Toyota products and never had any
major problem with any except this one" R W. I was give" Judd M. Antifreeze leaks "The
cylinder head had a machining flaw that caused the head gasket to leak substantial antifreeze.
The cylinder head was replaced under warranty" R W. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models.
Similar Cars. Ford Fusion. Honda Accord. Hyundai Sonata. Kia Optima. Mazda 6. Toyota Camry.
This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average
model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all
17 trouble spots. Because of the insufficient clamping force, the lower arm may separate from
the ball joint, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. In the affected vehicles, the
left-side front suspension lower arm may have been incorrectly manufactured. As a result, the
left side lower arm may not have enough clamping surface area for one of the bolts that secures
the lower arm to the lower ball joint. What should you do:. Toyota will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the left side lower arm, free of charge. The recall began on December 12,
Owners may contact Toyota customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. A fuel leak in the presence of an ignition source increases the risk of a fire. Fuel
may leak from the one of the fuel delivery pipes in the engine compartment. Toyota will notify
owners, and dealers will replace any of the suspect fuel delivery pipes free of charge. The recall
began November 17, This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. A very
reliable car. This is my first Toyota and I am very happy with the low maintenance cost and
amazing gas mileage the vehicle has given me. I used to drive uber and so the vehicle has
averaged about miles a day. Apart from regular wear and tear, I have had no issues with the
vehicle thus far. Very highly recommended. Personally I haven't had any problems with my car
yet accept for occasionally blowing up the tires here and there the car itself works great and is
one of my absolute favorites. Very reliable, very comfortable sometimes I wish the inside was
leather so that way substances would be easier to get up but other than that nothing at all. My
Toyota Camry is a very reliable car. I have had no major problems with it, other than cosmetic. It
runs well and has decent gas mileage. It is comfortable to drive and feels very safe. The only
negative thing that I have to say about my Toyota Camry relates to it cosmetically. The exterior
black paint has peeled very badly and looks very unattractive. In addition, the interior cloth
seats have not held up well. There are no tears, but the upholstery stains easily and is very
difficult to clean. Other than these cosmetic issues, I am well pleased with my Toyota Camry.
Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. SE Sport. Select Model: L.
Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features

Engine: 2. Compare Models L. Front Wheel Drive. Number of cylinders. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior
Features Steel Spare Wheel. Variable Intermittent Wipers. Wheels: 6. Chrome Bodyside Insert.
Body-Colored Rear Bumper. Body-Colored Front Bumper. Body-Colored Door Handles. Fully
Galvanized Steel Panels. Chrome Side Windows Trim. Front Windshield -inc: Sun Visor Strip.
Fixed Interval Wipers. Trunk Rear Cargo Access. Interior Features Front Bucket Seats -inc:
6-way manual driver's seat and 4-way manual passenger seat. Cargo Area Concealed Storage.
Urethane Gear Shifter Material. Illuminated Locking Glove Box. Day-Night Rearview Mirror. Full
Carpet Floor Covering. Full Cloth Headliner. Fade-To-Off Interior Lighting. Delayed Accessory
Power. Manual Air Conditioning. Window Grid Antenna. Bluetooth Wireless Phone Connectivity.
Low Tire Pressure Warning. Curtain 1st And 2nd Row Airbags. Airbag Occupancy Sensor. Rear
Child Safety Locks. Praveen M wrote on January 5, Deb S wrote on October 10, See All Reviews
Continue to Overview. You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a
new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience.
Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to find out
what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Please see your vehicle's Owner's Manual for
details or scroll down to see common indicators. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota
dealer immediately. Failure to investigate the cause of this warning may lead to the system
operating abnormally and possibly cause an accident. ABS warning light Indicates a
malfunction in:. Stop the vehicle immediately. Continuing to drive the vehicle may be
dangerous. The following warning indicates a possible problem in the brake system.
Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place and contact your Toyota dealer. This light also
comes on when the parking brake is not released. If the light turns off after the parking brake is
fully released, the system is operating normally. When a vehicle is detected in the blind spot,
the outside rearview mirror indicator comes on while the turn signal lever is not operated and
the outside rearview mirror indicator flashes while the turn signal lever is operated. The
following warning indicates the possibility of damage to the vehicle that may lead to an
accident. Use the cruise control to maintain a set speed without depressing the accelerator
pedal. Cruise control indicator will come on. Press the button again to deactivate the cruise
control. Cruise control indicator light Indicates a malfunction in the cruise control system.
Accelerate or decelerate the vehicle to the desired speed, and push the lever down to set the
speed. The SET indicator will come on. The vehicle speed at the moment the lever is released
becomes the set speed. Follow the correction procedure. After taking the specified step to
correct the suspected problem, check that the warning light goes off. If the acceleration
exceeds the zone of ECO driving, and when the vehicle is stopped, the light turns off. Electric
power steering system warning light warning buzzer Indicates a malfunction in the EPS system.
Indicates that the fog lights have been turned on. Fog lights are low-mounted lights aimed at the
pavement directly in front of the vehicle. High engine coolant temperature warning light the
rightmost segment of the engine coolant temperature display flashes Indicates that the engine
is almost overheating. Low engine oil pressure warning light Indicates that the engine oil
pressure is too low. Correction procedure: Refuel the vehicle. Correction procedure: Fill the
tank. Illuminates for about three seconds and then flashes for about 15 seconds approximately
miles km after the maintenance data has been reset. Correction procedure: If necessary,
perform maintenance. The indicator will not work properly unless the maintenance data has
been reset. Correction procedure: Perform the necessary maintenance. Please reset the
maintenance data after the maintenance is performed. Malfunction indicator lamp Indicates a
malfunction in:. After taking the specified steps to correct the suspected problem, check that
the warning light goes off. Correction procedure: Check that all doors and the trunk are closed.
Vehicles without Smart Key System The indicator light flashes after the key has been removed
from the engine switch to indicate that the system is operating. The indicator light stops
flashing after the registered key has been inserted into the engine switch to indicate that the
system has been canceled. Selecting shift ranges using S Mode restricts the upper limit of the
possible gear ranges, controls engine braking force and prevents unnecessary upshifting. To
improve efficiency and reduce noise, set the shift lever in the D position for normal driving. Slip
indicator light Indicates a malfunction in:. The Smart Key indicator light will illuminate when a
Smart Key equipped vehicle is ready to be started. If the indicator light does not turn on, the
engine cannot be started. Your vehicle is equipped with a front passenger occupant
classification system. This system detects the conditions of the front passenger seat and
activates or deactivates the devices for the front passenger. SRS warning light Indicates a
malfunction in:. After taking the specified steps to correct the suspected problem, check that
the warning light turns off. The light will turn off after a few minutes. In case the light does not
turn off even if the tire inflation pressure is adjusted, have the system checked by your Toyota
dealer. Correction procedure: Have the system checked by your Toyota dealer. You may need to

turn the system off to enable you to rock the vehicle in order to free it. Press the switch again to
turn the system back on. Indicates that one of the turn signals has been activated. If the
indicator flashes faster than usual Check that a lightbulb in the front or rear turn-signal lights
has not burned out. Press the switch again to turn the systems back on. Consult your Owners
Manual or schedule a service with a nearby dealership. Should a safety system light such as the
ABS and SRS airbag warning lights not come on when you start the hybrid system, this could
mean that these systems are not available to help protect you in an accident, which could result
in death or serious injury. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately if this
occurs. Dashboard icons are displayed in a variety of colors, depending on the system and its
status in a specific vehicle. Yellow icons indicate an item of importance such as low fuel , but
are not necessarily a warning. Red icons indicate a condition that requires immediate attention,
such as an open door or low engine oil pressure. See your vehicle's Owner's Manual for more
details. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle.
You're almost there. Dashboard Lights Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights
are trying to tell you. Select Your Vehicle. Indicators are not av
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ailable for this model. See Manual. Below are some commonly found Toyota dashboard lights.
ABS warning light U. Cruise control indicator. Cruise control set indicator. Correction
procedure: Fasten the seatbelt. Headlight high-beam indicator. Indicates that the high-beam
headlights have been activated. Headlight indicator U. High engine coolant temperature warning
light. Low fuel level warning light. Maintenance required reminder light U. Malfunction indicator
lamp Indicates a malfunction in: The electronic engine control system or The Electronic Throttle
Control System or The electronic automatic transmission control system. Malfunction indicator
lamp U. Security indicator. Shift position and range indicator Type A. Shift position and range
indicator Type B. Taillight indicator Canada. Turn signal indicator. Still have questions or
concerns? Consult your Owner's Manual. Schedule Service See Manuals. Countless reasons to
join. Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today.

